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Calendar of State Papers, Preserved in the State Paper Department of Her
Majesty's Public Record Office
1871

report of the dominion fishery commission on the fisheries of the province of ontario 1893 issued as vol 26 no 7
supplement

Sessional Papers
1882

on june 2 1864 ulysses s grant post poned until the following morning an assault on confederate lines near cold
harbor planned for that afternoon be cause of delays in positioning troops in the meantime confederate forces
strengthened their lines and the assault became a slaughter that haunted grant for the rest of his life thus began a
summer of frustration for the general in chief of the u s army by failing to press their advantage major general
william f baldy smith and major general ambrose e burnside in a six week period fumbled two genuine opportunities to
defeat lee s army an noyed by the constant calls of major generals william s rosecrans and sam uel r curtis for
reinforcements in missouri and kansas he wrote that i am satisfied you would hear the same call if they were
stationed in maine confederate forces commanded by lieutenant general jubal a early again threatened washington
forcing grant to send two army corps to defend the capital and to push the invaders back into the shenandoah valley
the pressure took its toll on his health migraine headaches followed such setbacks as the battle of the crater

Calendar of State Papers
1876

reprint of the original first published in 1883

The Papers of Ulysses S. Grant: June 1-August 15, 1864
1967

the valorous but troubled career of the civil war general best known for defending little round top and averting a
union defeat at gettysburg the lieutenant colonel of a new york regiment and rising star in the army of the potomac
gouverneur k warren performed heroically at gettysburg for his service at bristoe station and mine run he was awarded
command of the fifth corps for the 1864 virginia campaign but warren s peculiarities of temperament and personality
put a cloud over his service at the wilderness and spotsylvania and cost him the confidence of his superiors grant
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and meade he was summarily relieved of his command by philip sheridan after winning the battle of five forks just
eight days before appomattox warren continued as an engineer of distinction in the army after the war but he was
determined to clear his name before a board of inquiry which conducted an exhaustive investigation into the battle
warren s conduct and sheridan s arbitrary action however the findings of the court vindicating warren were not made
public until shortly after his death for this major biography of gouverneur warren david m jordan utilizes warren s
own voluminous collection of letters papers orders and other items saved by his family as well as the letters and
writings of such contemporaries as his aide and brother in law washington roebling andrew humphreys winfield hancock
george gordon meade and ulysses s grant jordan presents a vivid account of the life and times of a complex military
figure

Calendar of Virginia State Papers and Other Manuscripts. From January 1, 1782,
to December 31, 1784. Preserved in the Capitol at Richmond
2024-03-10

v 36 1 december 1801 to 3 march 1802

Foreign Affairs Research Papers Available
1970

in the late 1930s a number of american women especially those allied with various peace and isolationist groups
protested against the nation s entry into world war ii while their story is fairly well known margaret paton walsh
reveals a far less familiar story of women who fervently felt that american intervention was absolutely necessary
paton walsh recounts how the united states became involved in the war but does so through the eyes of american women
who faced it as a necessary evil covering the period between 1935 and 1941 she examines how these women functioned as
political actors even though they were excluded from positions of power through activism in women s organizations
informal women s networks and even male dominated lobbying groups in the great debate over whether america should
enter the war some women favored aid to the allies not because they hoped for war but because they hoped aid would
forestall more direct u s involvement but also because they believed war was preferable to a nazi victory paton walsh
shows that this activism involved some of the most prominent women of their day elizabeth cutter morrow whose son in
law charles lindbergh was an isolationist spokesman supported the revision of the neutrality acts to allow the sale
of arms to the allies and expressed her support in a national radio broadcast soon other women joined this debate
esther brunauer of the aauw journalist dorothy thompson and organizations like the league of women voters and
national women s trade union league broke from the pacifist tradition to advocate american aid for the allied cause
focusing on the conflict in europe paton walsh shows how these women grasped the implications of the lend lease
program for america s entry into the war but supported it nevertheless by late 1941 the women s division of the fight
for freedom committee had been established no longer merely advocating aid to britain to keep american boys out of
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battle this organization supported direct american involvement in the war as a means of stopping nazi oppression
while most historians have focused on women s pacifism paton walsh connects women more directly to world events and
shows how those interventionists reformulated maternalist ideas to justify and explain their beliefs our war too is a
story of american women trying to reconcile the irreconcilable to preserve both their principles and their peace it
expands our understanding of women as political actors and thinkers about foreign policy as it sheds new light on
american public opinion over the build up to the war

"Happiness Is Not My Companion"
2001-05-28

reprint of the original first published in 1878

The Papers of Thomas Jefferson, Volume 1
1950-05-21

report of the dominion fishery commission on the fisheries of the province of ontario 1893 issued as vol 26 no 7
supplement

Our War Too
2002

henry darwin rogers is a familiar figure in the history of american geology especially as the director of the first
state geological surveys of new jersey and pennsylvania although best remembered for the survey work rogers
considered his theory of mountain elevation to be his most important scientific legacy based on studies of the
appalachian mountains rogers s elevation theory was the first american explanation of the dynamics of elevation as a
study of the pennsylvania survey this volume offers new insight into the origin and problems associated with early
surveys as a study of rogers s life and work it presents a portrait of a man with strong convictions and dedication
and examines the development and application of his ideas

The Burney Papers: pt.1. Jan.-June 1825
1910

milwaukeeans greeted the advent of world war ii with the same determination as other americans everyone felt the
effect of the war whether through concern for loved ones in danger longer work hours consumer shortages or
participation in war service organizations and drives men and women workers produced the essential goods necessary
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for victory the vehicles weapons munitions and components for all the machinery of war but even in wartime there were
labor conflicts fueled by the sacrifices and tensions of wartime life a city at war focuses on the experience of
working men and women in a community that was not a wartime boom town it looks at the stands of the cio and the afl
against low wartime wages and at women in unionized factories facing the perceptions and goals of male workers union
leaders and society itself here is a social history of wartime milwaukee and its workers as they laid the groundwork
for a secure postwar future

Calendar of State Papers, Domestic Series of the Commonwealth, 1652-1653
2024-03-14

endorsed by cambridge international examinations the books cover the cambridge syllabus 0455

Sessional Papers
1891

description of the product fresh relevant with latest typologies of the questions score boosting insights with 500
questions 1000 concepts insider tips techniques with on tips notes mind maps mnemonics exam ready practice with 10
highly probable sqps

Henry Darwin Rogers, 1808–1866
2014-12-20

the battle of petersburg was the culmination of the virginia overland campaign which pitted the army of the potomac
led by ulysses s grant and george gordon meade against robert e lee s army of northern virginia in spite of having
outmaneuvered lee after three days of battle in which the confederates at petersburg were severely outnumbered union
forces failed to take the city and their final futile attack on the fourth day only added to already staggering
casualties by holding petersburg against great odds the confederacy arguably won its last great strategic victory of
the civil war in the battle of petersburg june 15 18 1864 sean michael chick takes an in depth look at an important
battle often overlooked by historians and offers a new perspective on why the army of the potomac s leadership from
grant down to his corps commanders could not win a battle in which they held colossal advantages he also discusses
the battle s wider context including politics memory and battlefield preservation highlights include the role played
by african american soldiers on the first day and a detailed retelling of the famed attack of the first maine heavy
artillery which lost more men than any other civil war regiment in a single battle in addition the book has a fresh
and nuanced interpretation of the generalships of grant meade lee p g t beauregard and william farrar smith during
this critical battle
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Calendar of State Papers
1870

the author emphasizes the role of individuals and yet makes it quite evident that by the time of her centenary in the
early days of world war ii queen s had developed an organic vitality through which the vicissitudes occasioned by
external fortunes or by internal tensions could be transcended throughout the period covered by this volume queen s
faced a long hard struggle for adequate resources for research in terms of space equipment and most importanly
faculty time the gradual development of graduate work and the building of library resources there was firm and
creative leadership through the crises of the war and its aftermath and a renewal of optimism through the final
decades of this history

Papers Illustrative of the Political Condition of the Highlands of Scotland,
from the Year M.DC.LXXXIX to M.DC.XCXI.
1845

john adams is best remembered as one of the four confederate generals who lay on the porch of the carnton house dead
when the battle of franklin ended on december 1 1864 unfortunately he did not leave much in the way of personal
papers and this biography has been pieced together from army records and other sources including accounts of his
contemporaries adams s career in the u s army gives us a good look at the military the concept of manifest destiny
and the relations with those conquered by the army the indians this book also considers one of the more debated
topics in civil war history why did a man who served the united states for most of his life resign his commission and
side with the confederacy

Subject-matter Index of Applications for Letters Patent, for the Year ...
1887

masterfully researched there is no book like this either in the field of lbj literature or in the field of chicano
history mario t garcía author of mexican americans leadership ideology and identity 1930 1960 as he worked to build
his great society lyndon johnson often harkened back to his teaching days in the segregated mexican school at cotulla
texas recalling the poverty and prejudice that blighted his students lives johnson declared it never occurred to me
in my fondest dreams that i might have the chance to help the sons and daughters of those students and to help people
like them all over this country but now i do have that chance and i ll let you in on a secret i mean to use it this
book explores the complex and sometimes contradictory relations between lbj and mexican americans julie pycior shows
that johnson s genuine desire to help mexican americans and reap the political dividends did not prevent him from
allying himself with individuals and groups intent on thwarting mexican americans organizing efforts not surprisingly
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these actions elicited a wide range of response from grateful loyalty to in some cases outright opposition mexican
americans complicated relationship with lbj influenced both their political development and his career with
consequences that reverberated in society at large

A City At War
2014-03-07

as the war in europe entered its final months the world teetered on the edge of a third world war while soviet forces
hammered their way into berlin churchill ordered british military planners to prepare the top secret operation
unthinkable the plan for an allied attack on the soviet union on 1 july 1945 using us british and polish forces the
invasion would reclaim eastern europe the controversial plan called for the use of nazi troops and there was the
spectre of the atomic bomb would yet another army make the fatal mistake of heading east in churchill s third world
war jonathan walker presents a haunting study of the war that so nearly was he outlines the motivations behind
churchill s plan the logistics of launching a vast assault against an enemy who had bested hitler potential sabotage
by polish communists and he speculates whether the allies would have succeeded had the operation gone forward well
supported by a wide range of primary sources from the churchill archives centre sikorski institute national archives
and imperial war museum this is a fascinating insight into the upheaval as the second world war drew to a close and
former alliances were shattered operation unthinkable became the blueprint for the cold war

Geological Survey Water-supply Paper
1958

robert m la follette 1855 1925 the republican senator from wisconsin is best known as a key architect of american
progressivism and as a fiery advocate for liberal politics in the domestic sphere but fighting bob did not
immediately come to a progressive stance on foreign affairs in the education of an anti imperialist richard drake
follows la follette s growth as a critic of america s wars and the policies that led to them he began his political
career with conventional republican views of the era on foreign policy avidly supporting the spanish american and
philippine american wars la follette s critique of empire emerged in 1910 during the first year of the mexican
revolution as he began to perceive a washington wall street alliance in the united states dealings with mexico la
follette subsequently became congress s foremost critic of woodrow wilson fiercely opposing united states involvement
in world war i denounced in the american press as the most dangerous man in the country he became hated and vilified
by many but beloved and admired by others la follette believed that financial imperialism and its necessary
instrument militarism caused modern wars he contended they were twin evils that would have ruinous consequences for
the united states and its citizens in the twentieth century and beyond an excellent book as drake fully documents la
follette s warnings about world war i profiteers and the lust for power were fully justified then as now the american
people were lied to by the government and media and manipulated into the stink and blood of war mark taylor the daily
call scholars will value the insights into la follette s foreign policy education the historian
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Cambridge IGCSE Economics Student's Book
2014-04-17

from the late nineteenth century until world war i a group of columbia university students gathered under the
mentorship of the renowned historian william archibald dunning 1857 1922 known as the dunning school these students
wrote the first generation of state studies on the reconstruction volumes that generally sympathized with white
southerners interpreted radical reconstruction as a mean spirited usurpation of federal power and cast the republican
party as a coalition of carpetbaggers freedmen scalawags and former unionists edited by the award winning historian
john david smith and j vincent lowery the dunning school focuses on this controversial group of historians and its
scholarly output despite their methodological limitations and racial bias the dunning historians writings prefigured
the sources and questions that later historians of the reconstruction would utilize and address many of their
pioneering dissertations remain important to ongoing debates on the broad meaning of the civil war and reconstruction
and the evolution of american historical scholarship this groundbreaking collection of original essays offers a fair
and critical assessment of the dunning school that focuses on the group s purpose the strengths and weaknesses of its
constituents and its legacy squaring the past with the present this important book also explores the evolution of
historical interpretations over time and illuminates the ways in which contemporary political racial and social
questions shape historical analyses

Oswaal ISC 10 Sample Question Papers Class 11 Accounts For 2024 Exams (Based
On The Latest CISCE/ ISC Specimen Paper)
2023-11-04

first in a series of 14 volumes this book contains the complete texts of king s letters speeches sermons student
papers and other articles the papers range chronologically from his childhood to his young manhood an introductory
biographical essay presents a broad picture of the events that the documents themselves cover while extensive
annotations of the documents deal with specific details of king s life during these years the passion that drove him
is observable in nearly every document isbn 0 520 07950 7

Journals of the House of Representatives of New Zealand
1896

the largest social movement by people of mexican descent in the u s to date the chicano movement of the 1960s and 70s
linked civil rights activism with a new assertive ethnic identity chicano power beginning with the farmworkers
struggle led by césar chávez and dolores huerta the movement expanded to urban areas throughout the southwest midwest
and pacific northwest as a generation of self proclaimed chicanos fought to empower their communities recently a new
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generation of historians has produced an explosion of interesting work on the movement the chicano movement
perspectives from the twenty first century collects the various strands of this research into one readable collection
exploring the contours of the movement while disputing the idea of it being one monolithic group bringing the story
up through the 1980s the chicano movement introduces students to the impact of the movement and enables them to
expand their understanding of what it means to be an activist a chicano and an american

Technical Papers, June 1980
1980

ken follett wrote his first international bestseller eye of the needle when he was 25 years old he has since been one
of the most consistent international best selling authors with approximately 130 million copies of his books sold
worldwide his manifold influences on the thriller genre includes the pioneering use of strong female characters in
espionage stories and the development of the historical thriller as a new form of novel exemplified by winter of the
world 2012 this book is an investigation of follett s development as an author and of the craft of writing and the
negotiation of serious versus popular literary value from his earliest short stories and screenplays through his
mature thrillers and entertainment fiction unpublished materials are also considered including his notes business and
personal correspondence unpublished drafts journal entries and outlines follett s dramatic shift to writing
historical fiction may be his most enduring legacy

The Law Times
1880

focusing on the broken friendship between teddy roosevelt and his chosen successor william howard taft revisits the
progressive era during which roosevelt wielded the bully pulpit to challenge and triumph over abusive monopolies
political bosses and corrupt money brokers only to see it compromised by taft

The Battle of Petersburg, June 15-18, 1864
2015-04-01

most accounts of canada and the first world war either ignore or merely mention in passing the churches experience
such neglect does not do justice to the remarkable influence of the wartime churches nor to the religious identity of
the young dominion the churches support for the war was often wholehearted but just as often nuanced and critical
shaped by either the classic just war paradigm or pacifism s outright rejection of violence the war heightened issues
of canadianization attitudes to violence and ministry to the bereaved and the disillusioned it also exacerbated
ethnic tensions within and between denominations and challenged notions of national and imperial identity the authors
of this volume provide a detailed summary of various christian traditions and the war both synthesizing and
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furthering previous research in addition to examining the experience of roman catholics english and french speaking
anglicans presbyterians methodists baptists lutherans mennonites and quakers there are chapters on precedents formed
during the south african war the work of military chaplains and the roles of church women on the home front

Queen's University
1983-10-01

taking as its focus memorials of the first world war in britain this book brings a fresh approach to the study of
public symbols by exploring how different motives for commemorating the dead were reconciled through the processes of
local politics to create a widely valued form of collective expression it examines how the memorials were produced
what was said about them how support for them was mobilized and behaviour around them regulated these memorials were
the sites of contested multiple and ambiguous meanings yet out of them a united public observance was created the
author argues that this was possible because the interpretation of them as symbols was part of a creative process in
which new meanings for traditional forms of memorial were established and circulated the memorials not only
symbolized emotional responses to the war but also ambitions for the post war era contemporaries adopted new ways of
thinking about largely traditional forms of memorial to fit the uncertain social and political climate of the inter
war years this book represents a significant contribution to the study of material culture and memory as well as to
the social and cultural history of modern warfare

Brigadier General John Adams, CSA
2013-11-13

LBJ and Mexican Americans
2010-07-05

Churchill's Third World War
2017-05-04

Water-supply Paper
1948
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The Education of an Anti-Imperialist
2013-12-19

The Dunning School
2013-10-14

Proceedings and Papers of the First International Congress of Soil Science,
June 13-22, 1927, Washington, D.C., U.S.A., Transcontinental Excursion and
Impressions of the Congress and of America
1928

The Papers of Martin Luther King, Jr., Volume I
1992-01-09

The Chicano Movement
2014-03-26

Ken Follett and the Triumph of Suspense
2014-11-26

Sessional Papers of the Parliament of the Dominion of Canada
1891
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The Bully Pulpit
2013-11-05

Pulp and Paper Investigation Hearings
1908

Canadian Churches and the First World War
2014-01-13

Memorials of the Great War in Britain
2014-03-04
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